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It is today that I come forward again to greet you and
welcome you into this energy transmission. Light,
Energy, Information at this time for you to
experience and receive and you receive it better by
putting your focus into your body of light. This is an
energy system which can and does exist separately
from your physical body form – the physical unit as
we call it.
Settle your body unit at this time and allow yourself
to drift away, to first of all see yourself where you
are sitting. When you can do that, you will be aware
you are already in your body of light consciousness
and you will feel yourself already being drawn
forward with me into the receiving area of the
Station of Light. It is a process to help you
disengage from the physical body and to help you
remember that you are not just that physical body,
and indeed there is a time and place for you to
separate yourself from the physical body and
consciously reconnect yourself to your point of
Origin and in this particular transmission, as always,
it is placing yourself into this receptive space known
as the receiving area of the Station of Light.
So we begin with this.

You will feel yourself becoming more aware of your
light body in this space, that you change shape, you
change perspective and position in this space.
Some of you will feel this to be a relief, some of you
may feel excited, some of you may feel that you are
impatient to experience more. It really is up to what
you can resonate with, what you can receive, as to
what will surround you in this space, in this time.

“Greetings to you, one and all, Beloved, Orem
addressing you and I come forward into this space.
I come forward as it were through a portal through
dimensions crossing into this space with you. Even
though we, and those who work with me, exist in this
Station of Light, we still cross through a dimensional
stage to greet you in this receiving space, just as
you have to raise your energy system to be here, we
also make adjustments to greet you in this space
and then very quickly we are able to allow the
resonance that you emit to bring into you the higher
level and the structure.
We make you aware of the structure which is
around you that you drawn in to be within in this
space already. It is structured in the sense that it has
a different geometry and the frequency creates the
geometric shape and position for you. Arising from
this, you will have the perception that you are aware
of different planes of being, and the outline and the
presentation to you of an elaborate design, you may
see it as, or you may simply realise you are in a field
of light frequency in which you perceive colours.
Others of you are more sensitive to what it is and
will recognise it to be the crystalline energy
structure. Initially it is here for you to connect into,
to immerse yourself within it, and following that, we
draw you deeper through an open portal into the
crystalline energy light city structure.
You will perceive that we enveloped you in this
energy first and then were able to present you
directly into this crystalline energy civilisation state
of consciousness and you are surrounded by
Beings here who are helping facilitate this for you

and to help you adjust to the frequency which is
around you.
The intensity of this space has changed. You may
feel it becomes more intense, a different sensation
indeed throughout your beingness. Momentarily
experience the energy of this passing directly
through your energy system here in your light body
state. Liken this to how you would have experienced
fluctuations in energy in your origination state in the
last known space of existence and manifested
existence where you were in a sense establishing a
pattern that you knew you could use to present into
an evolving planetary being and this is what Earth
is. You may sense that there was a time when you
would observe it to be devolving. We have passed
that state and it is evolving into the presentation and
the overlaying energy of the crystalline energy city
structure. This will be where you will be
experiencing a sense of fulfilling the structure that
you created to bring into this Earth Station at
present.
There is a great unfolding from this. There is a
dimensional shift change arising from this and there
are many people involved in this same action at this
time. In various methods they have come to the
same realisation. Perhaps they have been following
similar experiential teachings culminating at this
place of intersection of you all and it is in this light
energy structure that you come together and you
support each other and you support the construction
and manifestation of it.
In the previous transmission gathering you were
able to allow energy to flow into different spaces to
where your attention was drawn and thus you will
be observing those areas have changed. It is as
quickly effective as that, between transmissions or
at the moment where you enact the process of
bringing the energy in, change occurs. You will
remember that in this state you are not governed by
the process of lineal time structure and the energy
of matter construction on the Earth and so in this
space you are achieving the transition into this
elevated state of existence.

We will continue to convey the energy to you in this
space during this transmission, so you remember
and you retain the sense of what this is and how it
will be influencing the energy pathways throughout
you. It is during this time of experiencing this that
you are able to feel sufficiently energised for you to
make changes within your light body presence and
within layers of consciousness and within the layers
comprising the human unit that you have.
When the process of greatly enlivening your light
body structure continues, it is necessary for the
change to take place within your physical body
structure and this has been assisted in the process
of the information and energy being infused into the
element of water and therefore into your physical
element. The other elements of course all interact
with the element of water. Many of the other
elements also interact with other elements, but we
are focusing in this present phase on the element of
water and the infusion of it of the crystalline energy
frequency. You are immersed in this as we deliver
this to you.
Assessing and moving around you here also the
Star Being system of collective consciousness
Beings is present and they are focusing in particular
on the energy movement throughout your light body
structure here and enhancing and expanding the
energy centre within your heart space. Adjustments
continue to take place in that area and then the flowon will happen throughout the other layers of your
being.
The pattern which is within you is designed and
created partly by you and partly by the influence and
the sequencing of many of the changes in the
dimensional field and those ones who come forward
to assist you and in that repatterning, you receive
what is necessary now for you. We have gone
through phases to help you cleanse and to remove
yourself from disturbing influences and to remove
from you that which had been attracted into your
energy field creating disturbances and limiting you
in any way. Here in this positioning, you are free.
You are Light. You are of this dimension.

We have this moment when we are merged
together as one voice with the Star Beings and
Orem and the Command. It is in the Oneness in this
field of consciousness.
Also in gathering you into this space, you are
separated from the lines of disturbing patterns that
you may have been observing around the planet.
There are many news reports, and letters and
presentations to you which can draw your focus into
other matters. In holding you in this central position
in this field of light, it increases your focus within this
state of consciousness. Then you remember what
is appropriate for you to experience.
You will feel yourself withdrawing from this space
now and indeed we are assembling you back
directly into the receiving area, into this vast space
here. You may sense that you understand the
necessity for this and you understand the many
different patterns that are presented to you in such
detail that you feel that is all there is. When we bring
you into these spaces, we are surrounding you with
altered dimensions, all containing an expansion of
one particular area of information. In your higher
state of awareness you know this, you know how
the process works and you are able to draw upon
the specific lines of information which will assist you
and which will enable you to provide connections or
direction to other people around you. Perhaps it is
support and allowing a gentle love to pass to
another being.

Thank you Orem, this is Lani speaking and as I
sense that Being withdraw, I also sense the
surrounding Beings who were with him, they made
themselves known as the Star Beings, they also
withdraw but also observe you and they will
maintain an energy system in the receiving area for
you as long as you need it.
There has been strong energy work occur for you in
this transmission, because I am sensing alignment
in many of you. I am sensing relief, a release of
some tension and stress and I sense also around
you, a clear space. The clear space is very
necessary for many of us on the planet who are
surrounded by environmental pollutants in one way
or another, so this is another action that occurs
when you link in with the transmissions, and that is
that you are cleansed and purified and
strengthened. Remember this and bring this back
into your physical unit now. You will feel the
absorption throughout you of the different energy.
The purpose for this transmission is fulfilled and I
want you to make sure that you come back to be
fully present again in the present moment, as we
measure it on Earth, glowing with light, surrounded
by clear energy.
It has been a pleasure to bring this to you today.
Thank you

Lani

As you acknowledge yourself as a light being, you
must also acknowledge the integrity of that,
because it comes from a pure state of
consciousness and consciousness is energy and
this is surrounding you and working through you
now.
We observe the change that this creates in you and
we withdraw at this time, Beloved
.

Orem out “
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